
R4637872
 Fuengirola

REF# R4637872 825.000 €

BEDS

3

BATHS

2

BUILT

122 m²

TERRACE

40 m²

Welcome to this stunning apartment located in the exclusive new urbanization of Higueron West, nestled in
the heart of Fuengirola, Spain. With its 3 spacious bedrooms and 2 luxurious bathrooms, this apartment
offers a lavish lifestyle with unparalleled panoramic views of the sparkling Mediterranean Sea and the
enchanting skyline of Fuengirola. Step into the luxurious living space, flooded with natural light and
enhanced by an open layout that seamlessly transitions from the large living room to the modern kitchen,
complete with high-end appliances and elegant finishes. The large windows lead to a generous terrace
where you can relax and enjoy breathtaking sunsets over the sea and the city. Whether you choose the
unfurnished option or the convenience of a fully furnished apartment, the choice is yours. Both offer an
unparalleled lifestyle that perfectly suits your wants and needs. The apartment is completed with an
underground parking space for your convenience and peace of mind. The urbanization offers a range of
amenities including beautiful outdoor pools surrounded by lush gardens, perfect for relaxing and enjoying
sunny Spanish days. With 24-hour security and a gated environment, you can enjoy your leisure time and
the tranquility of your new home with peace of mind. Located just 5 minutes from the bustling center of
Fuengirola, you will find a wealth of restaurants, shops, and entertainment options at your fingertips. Thanks
to quick access to the highway, you can easily explore the beautiful surroundings of the Costa del Sol.
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Immerse yourself in luxury, comfort, and the enchanting beauty of the Spanish coastal lifestyle. This
apartment offers not just a home, but a destination where dreams come true. Contact us today to seize your
opportunity to own a piece of paradise on the Costa del Sol. Price with furniture is euro 850.000
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